Hailing from the Netherlands, Dutch EDM artist San Holo has been gaining traction with his music for the past several years. I was fortunate enough to see him perform his hit single "Light" that has over 100 million streams on music platforms, at the 2017 GoldRush Festival in Chandler, Arizona. He is hype, a great festival performer, and an overall fantastic artist. His new single "One Thing" can be described as light, airy, and fun. The vocals on this song were well chosen, the woman's voice is hypnotic and draws in the audience. The leading up bass drop is cool with fun melody line and a remix of the woman's voice into the song. The melody sounds close to a wind instrument sound but is not boring or disengaging. Overall the song is very chill, not huge or flamboyant; very easy listening combined with some amazing beat mixes. My personal favorite moment in the song is at 2:42!
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